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CHAPTER 28 – ANGELO APPOINTS ‘4 FINGERS’ AS A 

FOUR STAR GENERAL. 
 

25 06 2022  Saturday.  The Hit: A plan is 
needed to hit the Paneladros: 4 Fingers 

hatches the plan.  4 Fingers calls Giacomo 
with rewards, payments, cash etc. 

$50,000 + $20,000. 
 
4 Fingers starts working on a plan. 
 
He gets the idea on the third day.  Get all the brothers in one room.  
Shoot them all.  Don’t want this hit on his CV.  Maybe he should get 
somebody else. Let’s say an Italian Ghost in Newark.  Maybe Giacomo 
could help.  Angelo wants a spectacular end.  How? 
 
Next day he gets it.  Brother shoots brother, then he shoots other 
brother then he shoots himself. Sounds nice. But how?  The last bullet 
out will need some convincing.  He can’t figure out the exact method 
least painful for him.  Maybe it has to be simpler.  It is like a giant 
puzzle.  He got the picture but he needs to put the pieces in place. 
 
He must start thinking like Angelo said.  As an innovator. 
 
He decides to call Giacomo. 
 
“Giacomo.  Johnny Bristow.” 
“Hi Johnny, how your fingers.” 
“Still got nine.” 
“Good to know that.” 
“I got a job. A Hit job. I need one of your men. Good with a gun if need 
be.  Must have stomach to see some blood.” 
“I am listening.” 
“You get 50. 25 upfront. Cash with your pilot. 25 after the hit.  Always 
in cash.  The way you like it.” 
“Your thug gets 20.  He will be like a Ghost. Italian Angel of Death in 
Newark.  3 brothers need to go to Heaven.  He will not do the shooting. 
He will witness it.  He will make them shoot each other.  Interested?” 
“Do I need to listen to the plot?” 
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“Do you want to?” 
“No.  When do I get the cash?” 
“Next week, Tuesday. Ask your pilot to contact me before he leaves.” 
“Done.” 
“How you pay the Angel of Death.” 
“Cash in his hand 10 upfront, 10 when the job is done.” 
“Okay I will call you.” 
 
4 Fingers gets a call from Giacomo within an hour. 
 
“Okay the name is Luca.  You may have to get him a piece while on the 
job.  Not a Magnum.  Clint will not like that.  And remember to 
organize a room for him to sleep in.  Not a hotel.  He is scary.  His 
English not very good.  He is Italian with a stomach for blood.  He works 
in a slaughter house.  Perfect for the job.  He will be in touch.” 
“Is his name Brazzi?  Heh heh.” 
“That’s in the Godfather.  His name is Ciapparelli.” 
“Cia... pa pa pa pa.” 
“Forget it. Call him Luca.  Last time a smartass called him Brazzi, he 
almost got himself strangled.  Our Luca thinks he is better looking.” 
“That’s nice to know.” 
 
“Got it. See you.” 
“Arrivederci.” 
 
Angelo receives a text message the next day on his private mobile.  4F 
9293259482 
He writes it down 929 2849523 and calls 4 Fingers. 
“Angelo, got the idea. Things are moving. Do you want to know?” 
“No.  All in your hands, okay.” 
“Ciao.” 
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